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A Woman And A Question Mark
 
A woman and a question mark
such a persistent question mark
that seeks to find an answer.
 
An answer that will not accept
a scared and lonely question mark.
 
The only way to attract this answer to emerge,
is by bringing it against
a solid, fearless question.
 
So place before the question mark
a solid, clear sentence,
 
thus giving no chance
and leaving no choice
 
the answer will be forced to come
in spoken words or silence.
              ***
Express yourself, don’t hesitate
don’t let a lonely question mark
to maintain your pain.
 
Christos Terzis
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Craven Killer
 
Passing through your life
you found no-one to love
Trapped within your mind
you've developed fatal scars.
 
In your eyes in your cries
vengeance for the world
nothing else makes you feel
as if you were God.
 
Craven Killer, Craven Killer, Craven Killer,
sharp deadly sight you are lost in your lie.
 
Craven Killer Craven Killer Craven Killer Craven Killer.
 
Every day and night
you have deadly hideous thoughts
seeking for the moment
to become the hand of Lord.
 
Now you know you're alone
nothing left for you
and the only thing that stays
is your vicious rule.
 
Craven Killer, Craven Killer, Craven Killer,
sharp deadly sight you are lost in your lie.
Craven Killer.
 
Bloody thoughts have covered your mind,
you cannot avoid the stream of your crime.
Sharp and pointed knives you all time hold
and you are ahead to rip of some throats.
 
Craven Killer, Craven Killer, Craven Killer, Craven Killer,
sharp deadly sight you are lost in your lie.
Craven Killer oh no Craven Killer.
 
And in your heart and in your mind burning flames you feel.
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And in your heart and in your mind steaming iron you feel.
And in you heart and in your mind burning flames you feel.
And in your heart and in you mind there is devil. Yes he.
 
Christos Terzis
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Cyber Gods
 
In the dead of the night
After minimal thought
Your wheel chair rolling
To the very same spot
 
Electricity power
All the fuel you need
And in front of the rays
Doing your damn solo things
 
Under the invisible hand
Of an artificial mom
 
Under the ferocious stand
Of a superficial god
 
And the night has come
And the cyber gods attack
And the night is lost
With the cyber gods  
 
After serious time
Of a visional search
You detect in the flashing
The “messiah” church
 
She is here for your joy
And of thousands more
Gift of hyper realms
Goddess of the hardcore
 
Under the invisible hand
Of an artificial mom
 
Under the ferocious stand
Of a superficial god
 
And the night has come
And the cyber gods attack
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And the night is lost
With the cyber gods  
 
When the ritual is finished
And you are ready to go
With your head to the ground
As in always before
 
Giving thanks to an item
Giving curse to your soul
You wish you embraced
Of a truly living god
 
And the night has come
And the cyber gods attack
And the night is lost
With the cyber gods
 
Christos Terzis
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Cynical Love
 
It is not your fault cause you‘ve got those eyes
It is not your fault that I’m mesmerized,
 
It is just the fault of “love”.
 
The deceptive story of a man who loves
The confusing lie in a woman’s heart,
 
Bring the darkness in my eyes.
 
The illusive hope for a better state
The attractive death trap of a bitter faith,
 
Take my mind and lead the way.
 
When I realize that I have been fooled
Myself quickly I try to pull,
 
Just to find that I will fail
And my heart will stay in pain
Always doing the same mistake
My fear is the constraint.
 
Christos Terzis
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Fawlty Way Of Loving
 
First caught into my eye
then passed into my mind,
drifting in thoughts not too far
headed straight to my stiff heart.
 
Seemed as if dreams would come true
getting me out of dead loop,
false hopes took me by the hand
daydreams, illusions, lost man.
 
Sadness, depression, dead lock
forming a kind of brain block
seeking for understanding
unrequited loving.
 
Christos Terzis
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In State Of Sickness
 
Never expressive
always defensive
everything within his mind
is always offensive.
 
Never consistent
always so distant
practically insecure
for ever resistant.
 
Limerent phase
all time the case
mesmerised from her sight
her beautiful face.
 
In state of sickness
keeping his secrets
deep inside his silent soul
so lost in his weakness.
 
Christos Terzis
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On Your Horizons
 
Love is in your eyes
pain in my heart,
wishing you were mine
someone else you have.
 
Waiting for a smile
sun to rise with it,
at the same time
lies will be revealed.
 
Life seems not fair
dreams in vanity
tears in my eyes
and I'm leaving again now.
 
Life seems to bear
greatest pain of all,
and I don't know how
just to say that I love you.
 
I am still in fears
even though I know,
loving you in vain
brings my heart to snow.
 
Watchin' every tear
dropped onto the ground
laughing at sometimes
lost but never found
 
Life seems not fair
dreams in vanity
tears in my eyes
and I'm leaving again now.
 
Life seems to bear
greatest pain of all,
and I don't know how
just to say that I love you.
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On you horizons, I tried to find my soul
but you have sent me, your night shadows and ghosts.
 
Life is here life is now
live it or forget it
Life is here life is now
love me don't betray me.
 
Christos Terzis
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Seeking For An Excuse To Fail
 
While the answer’s plainly clear
and the road so simply near,
 
I insist to cover the eyes
and defendless meet the ice,
 
of the cold and frozen mind
that eliminates the fact.
 
In complexity I strive
to construct a solid pride,
 
but as surely this will fail
and the fear will just remain,
 
I foolishly sustain
the erratic hope that craves
an excuse for me to catch.
 
Christos Terzis
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Sexuality
 
When you grow up
you discover that
you are doomed
on your own.
 
So you try to find
what will be your pride
what will save you
from snow.
 
Then you move ahead
this to implement
just to feel
plain sorrow
 
Cause the one you found
knocks you to the ground
says you are not
what she sought.
 
Sexuality sexuality
so much fear, so much pain.
 
Christos Terzis
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The Road So Dark And Endless
 
I hate to bother you
I hate to trouble you
I hate to see you sad
That’s why I stay away
 
I love to hear you laugh
I love to see you in joy
I love to know you‘re fine
That’s why I stay away
 
Wishing you were mine
Is not ever enough
Your heart is not a clockwork toy
 
Imagining you are mine
The only fault I take
The road so dark and endless.
 
Christos Terzis
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What Do You Want?
 
What is it that you seek
But you can never find,
Is it the glory of the world
Is it only the money?
 
Is your desire for love
That drives every try,
Is it your purpose to fulfill
Your dreams and to have pride?
 
Do you wish for power
To be the first above us,
Or simply quiet you want
To live alone among us?
 
If you don't know what you want
Your search for it is endless,
First you must learn how to walk
And after make the first steps.
 
Christos Terzis
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When Love
 
When love is love
then it is love.
When it is not love
then it isn't love.
 
Christos Terzis
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Young And Beautiful
 
Young and beautiful
You have come just to bring on
the rainfall,
 
Young and beautiful
Your wish my command
On a duty call.
 
If you asked for a star
I would ride upon the sky
For the brightest one
Reaching far
 
If you asked for the sun
I would bring you all the sky
To salute with your smile
Every star
 
Wings of silk and gold
Solar crown on thrown
Raise your hand and guide me
Spread your voice empower me
 
Throw your light on darkness
Chase away the sadness
Let your wings to open
Come and fly above me.
 
Christos Terzis
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